LinkedIn Posting Success
Your Full-Service B2B Marketing Agency

Humanisation
In order to build relationship and trust, you must be able to communicate in a
genuine way.

+ Write with your readers in mind = build connections with prospects
+ Avoid self-promotion = build customer relationship
+ Share “behind the scene” content = give insight into daily life + gives more credibility
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Join Groups & Conversations
Too often, businesses forget the ‘social’ element of social media

+ Get involved in the latest industry trends & conversations
+ Oﬀer real value through though-provoking posts, experience and knowledge
+ Keep up to date with trends and stay in the forefront of people's mind
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Grab
the Attention
According to ‘Content Marketing Institute’ there are 2 million posts, articles &
videos every day! Create messages and content that are:
+ Thought-provoking and knowledge enabling
+ Intelligent and concise
+ Unique and targeted to your audience = more quality leads
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Enable the Viewer

It is important to get the right balance between self-promotion

PRODUCT >>>

and viewers own decision-making

+ Give the freedom of decision making with a sprinkle of inﬂuence
+ via strong and useful messaging
+ When viewers make the decision = reassurance and conﬁdence in your product / service
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Call-To-Action

Focus on what is the main goal of the post and what conversions you want it to
achieve. They must be:
+ Quickly enticing with viewer beneﬁts
+ With clear messaging
+ Easy to understand what will be achieved via the click-through
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Image

For maximum success you must utilise an image. Be aware of basic image
requirements for optimum size:
+ LinkedIn doesn’t support GIFs.
+ Uploading a mp4 video that is under 15 seconds gives a desired looping eﬀect
+ An animated image is sure to draw more attention to a user more so than a static one
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Hashtags
Recent change to LinkedIn hashtags enables you to:
+ Gain post traction from outside of your connections
+ Consider the hashtags that LinkedIn suggests, but also look at the most suitable / +
popular hashtags in your industry to boost your post impressions
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URL Best Practices

Think about the landing page you are linking the post to:
+ Is it relevant to the post and what the user wants to see?
+ Irrelevant page links could aﬀect your bounce rate with
users’ leaving as soon as they arrived
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Facts & Stats

They help to convey information to your viewers in its purest form:

+ Facts and Stats work well with specialist industries. (ex. Technology & engineering)
+ Viewers do not like marketing hype
+ Customers expect validated data to get a clear idea of the product or solution
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Consistency
Balance the amount of posts you put out. Upload consistently
but not too frequently. Best times to posts are:
+ Tuesday
+ Wednesday
+ Thursday
(Around 10-11am to get the most traction on your post)
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